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In 2012, the City of Gold Coast Council elevated the cultural precinct project as a priority for 
our city and took the bold decision to stage a major international competition to expedite a 
design for the precinct that will be inspirational in ambition and realistically achievable to deliver.

This exhibition shows the process and the winning design of the competition which took 
place during 2013. It invites you to learn about this significant project and how you may 
participate in the community benefits it will deliver as the cultural precinct develops 
progressively over the next decade.

Picture yourself in the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct

• Our evolving cultural precinct will help shape our city’s cultural future
• It will become the city’s civic and cultural heart, based at Evandale, but supporting and 
 nurturing arts and culture across the Gold Coast
• It will become a ‘must-visit’ cultural tourism destination and support the growth of creative 
 and allied industries
• And it will provide new, local jobs for future generations of Gold Coasters

For more information, and the exhibition touring schedule see – goldcoastculturalprecinct.info

DESIGNS FOR A NEW
GOLD COAST 
CULTURAL PRECINCT 

Presented on behalf of City of Gold Coast Council by The Arts Centre Gold Coast.



The Gold Coast is a young city, with a history and character unlike any other in Australia. 
Officially proclaimed with this name in 1959, the City of Gold Coast has expanded exponentially 
over the past 60 years to become a substantial city on the world stage.

Our city has no shortage of culture and creative energy, but its rapid development as a resort 
tourism and lifestyle destination has not included a strong core of arts and cultural facilities and 
institutions that would be regarded as commonplace in more conventional cities.

Gold Coasters talk of a sense that something is missing and there is a long-held and widespread 
belief that the city needs a cultural precinct, a place where people come together to engage with 
arts, culture and each other – a place that ‘makes visible’ the Gold Coast’s vibrant cultural 
and creative life.

We know what we need…
The Gold Coast needs a cultural heart befitting our unique position in Australian cultural life, 
and our size as Australia’s sixth largest city.
We have CONSULTED wide and deep.
We have RESEARCHED extensively.
We have done a rigorous AUDIT of our cultural resources.
We set our VISION, developed a comprehensive DESIGN BRIEF and put out the CHALLENGE
to the world’s designers.
And now, we have an inspiring design concept

This Gold Coast Cultural Precinct project is ambitious and complex. We know it won’t be built 
overnight but it is worth the effort. It will transform and enrich our city. The project is not just 
about arts and entertainment. It is also about creating a civic place where people come 
together. And it’s about building creative capital. The cultural precinct will give a huge boost 
to our cultural economy – cultural tourism, creative industries, education and investment 
attraction. Underpinning the cultural precinct project is the City of Gold Coast Culture Strategy 
2023 – an ambitious 10-year Vision for our city's creative future. The strategy begins the 
activation of our future cultural heart at Evandale by creating more opportunities for our 
community to explore, experience and participate in world class cultural experiences. 

For more information visit – www.goldcoastculture.com.au
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Between March and October 2013, an international design competition was held to challenge 
the world’s best design teams to deliver innovative proposals responding to the particular needs 
and cultural identity of the Gold Coast and the qualities of the site.

Importantly, this was not simply an architectural design competition. This competition called for 
creative, multi-disciplinary teams who could design collaboratively, blurring the distinctions and 
taking advantage of intersections between architecture, urbanism, landscape, media and art.

75 teams submitted entries, and of these an independent expert jury selected 
ARM Architecture + TOPOTEK1, CRAB_Vogt_DBI and Nikken Sekkei to proceed to an 
intensive 12-week design stage.

Each team produced an exciting and original concept and in the final evaluation, the jury 
selected ARM Architecture + TOPOTEK1 as the winner.

ABOUT THE
DESIGN 
 COMPETITION



ARM Architecture + TOPOTEK1

Team leader, Melbourne-based ARM Architecture, is responsible for the design of many 
of Australia’s best-known cultural buildings, including Hamer Hall Arts Centre, 
Melbourne Recital Centre, Southbank Theatre and Shrine of Remembrance Visitor Centre 
in Melbourne, Canberra’s National Museum of Australia, Perth Arena and a long and 
diverse list of public, institutional and commercial buildings.

ARM partnered with international landscape architects TOPOTEK1 (Berlin), theatre planners 
Shuler Shook (US and Melbourne), acoustic engineers Marshall Day (Melbourne), sustainability 
and engineering consultants Arup (global), museum and exhibition designers Cunningham 
Martyn Design (Melbourne) and indigenous and cultural consultants Duncan Gibbs and 
Michael Aird (Gold Coast).

THE 
WINNER



Serious Fun!

ARM’s design has been coined ‘Serious Fun’. It is playful but it also deals with the serious 
design considerations for arts and cultural facilities and environmental conditions of the site. 
The winning concept paints a clear picture for our cultural precinct:

• It is finely attuned to the character of the Gold Coast
• It will create a civic place of which we can all be proud
• It will deliver the arts and cultural facilities we need
• And the cost plan and sequencing report gives us confidence that it is realistic to build

Features

• The overall concept is founded on the dynamic and generative principles of a voronoi 
 diagram to establish a coherent and memorable pattern language. Its cellular nature allows   
 for evolution of the cultural precinct through a series of progressive stages encompassing   
 reuse of existing assets as well as the construction of new facilities

• Extensive green gardens, enhanced lake and waterfronts

• Twisting, colourful 14-storey Art Tower with bungy jump at the top and a large exhibition    
 hall at ground level

• Makeover and expansion of the existing Arts Centre to create a range of state-of-the-art    
 theatres and cinemas, studio and production spaces

• Central terrace shaded with “living umbrellas” opening to a grand outdoor amphitheatre

• Waterscape along the path of historical waterflows across this site, creating a transitional    
 threshold and setting for a series of potential allied industry buildings along Bundall Road.   
 These buildings, to be developed by compatible precinct partners, will become a means of   
 generating capital to contribute to funding the cultural precinct

• Concealed on-site car parking and an option to promote interactivity with neighbourhood   
 through location of a portion of car parking supply in a deck on a Council-owned site on 
 Chevron Island. A shaded green bridge connects the precinct with Chevron Island and a 
 privately proposed Arts Walk to Surfers Paradise.

ABOUT
THE WINNING DESIGN



SITE OVERVIEW



ART SCAPE



ART TOWER



LIVING ARTS CENTRE



Competitors were asked to respond to a design brief that clarified the Vision, Programming and 
Design Strategies and set the Characteristics and Functional Requirements for capital components.

VISION
Our cultural centre of gravity. A new distinctly Gold Coast and distinctly Twenty-first Century 
platform to express ourselves and our pride in our city.

STRATEGIES
 

DESIGN BRIEF 

Programming

Young, ever-changing, vibrant and somewhat 
extravagant – inspired by the Gold Coast itself.

A place for all arts and artists from theatre to 
visual arts, circus arts to musical performance, 
arts education, amateur arts and cultural 
production.

Including informal, social, experimental, 
interdisciplinary and real-time – connecting 
informal learning with formal education providers 
and creative and cultural business networks, 
building pathways for employment, professional 
development and retaining and attracting skilled 
and talented citizens.

A defining centrepiece of our cultural tourism 
network and buzzing as a marketplace for 
festivity, civic events and showcasing home 
grown skills and products.

Giving rise to new models for partnerships and 
business that bring cultural vitality and growing 
creative industries through training programs, 
promotion, links to industry and business 
incubator space, counteracting the drain of 
local talent to bigger cities nationally and 
internationally.

Design

Distinctive, innovative engaging, entertaining, 
productive and characteristically Gold Coast in 
style.

A virtual hub and digital aggregator of all things 
Gold Coast – culture, history, art and design.

A high quality public space that is open, 
accessible, green and free.

Accessible through multiple modes of transport, 
prioritising walking, cycling and public transport 
and starting with a green bridge to Chevron 
Island, and strategic improvements.

Excellence in design, construction and operation 
to be sustainable, accessible and beautiful – 
widely respected and admired.

DISTINCTLY GOLD COAST

GREATER ARTS

CREATIVE LEARNING

CULTURAL TOURISM

CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CONTENT RICH

DIGITAL POTENTIAL

CITY LINKS

HIGH PERFORMANCE

GREAT OUTDOORS



The precinct will play host to the creative community 
of the Gold Coast and beyond, feed off and into 
the infrastructure (theatre space, gallery space and 
equipment labs) and the ideas and conversations that 
are attracted to the precinct.

There is no shortage of creativity on the Gold Coast 
and through a clustering of cultural spaces alongside 
collections, programs and installations, the precinct 
will be a visible hub to bring into focus and project the 
cultural energies of the Gold Coast to the public.

With production at the heart of the main programming, 
complemented by supporting activities (entertainment, 
retail, hospitality), the precinct will attract the creative 
community and consumers and be able to truly  
operate as a place where creative practice and  
cultural enterprise connect.

The precinct will be connected physically and  
digitally, facilitating exchanges between the creative 
industries, cultural institutions and the community.  
A greenbridge and ferry service will enhance  
accessibility. Digital connectivity will facilitate  
engagement and communication.

The Gold Coast has always held a distinct, exciting 
position in Australian cultural life. The precinct will  
reflect this distinction and enable our City to  
display itself as a place of cultural production and 
consumption alongside its natural environment,  
leisure and business offerings.

Closely related to its ‘hosting’ capacity, the precinct’s 
function as a common gathering point where creative 
industries, artistic talent, creative businesses, and 
institutions are channelled, will enable the exchange  
of ideas and partnerships to develop.

The precinct will invite a wide variety of people to 
participate in its cultural life, and through diverse 
engagement will encourage plurality to become part  
of the definition of culture on the Gold Coast.

The precinct will embrace new media and technology  
to interpret a fresh take on the arts and cultural life of  
the Gold Coast, facilitating the retention of our young 
talent and inviting creative skills to be woven into  
cultural landscape.

A clustering of arts, culture and creative industries and 
city governance will enable collaboration and access to 
shared materials and resources. Clustering will be crucial 
in accessing the shared benefits of complementary 
industries and attracting people and investment into  
the precinct.

The precinct will provide a civic space for all to 
participate in the social life of the Gold Coast.  
With layers of features, activities and functions,  
this will present the precinct as sustainable and 
adaptable in environmental, social, financial and 
operational terms.



Artscape (nominal cost $85 million)

A curated landscape in both artistic and botanical terms; an outdoor gallery and 
theatre open to the skies - and the world. It will be defined by features and plantings 
that create an oasis of amazing subtropical beauty. It will be the place where great arts 
and culture can be experienced outdoors in our wonderful climate.
Proposed inclusions: Arrival spaces and circulation pathways, gardens, great terrace, 
pavilions, chapel, public art, car parking ($20m), green bridge ($25m)

New Arts Museum (nominal cost $120 million)

The must-see destination for residents and visitors wanting to understand and 
connect with the essence of the Gold Coast. It plays its role as a platform to share 
home grown talent, but also to reflect our local collective memory through archiving 
and heritage conservation of the contemporary city. With incubator and studio spaces, 
it will also be a place for training,  mentoring, making and marketing of arts, crafts, 
design and other creative practices. It will present lively and engaging exhibitions 
drawn from local, national and international sources and become a pillar of the city’s 
cultural tourism profile.
Proposed inclusions: Great hall, collection galleries, community gallery, collection 
storage, collection handling and exhibition production spaces, storage space for 
exhibition equipment and touring crates, artspace for children, artspace for young 
people, art and technology, 3 workspaces for visiting artists and interns, making and 
display studio, writers’ salon and community publishing, arts education/training 
rooms, meeting/co-working spaces, library and archive, Friends and Benefactors 
lounge, arts administration hub, theatrette, showroom and outlet for retail of Gold 
Coast art, craft and design products. 

FUNCTIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
The Design Brief also sought the following key components:



Living Arts Centre (nominal cost $100 million)

A centre for excellence in a diverse array of performing arts and entertainment. 
It will provide a mix of theatres, cinemas, spaces for rehearsal, production, functions 
and accommodation for resident performing arts organisations. The centre will carve 
out a niche in touring and home grown productions, developing local talent through a 
lively program of production, presentation and participatory events.
Proposed inclusions: Main theatre, drama theatre, backstage and dock, workshop 
for set production, scenery store, green rooms and dressing rooms, outdoor 
amphitheatre, 4 cinemas, black box theatre, 2 rehearsal spaces, recording/production 
studio, 4 resident performing arts organisation spaces, 2 live entertainment venues, 
2 commercial hire spaces.

Sitewide and Shared Provisions 
(nominal cost allocations amortised deduction from core component budget)

Various general amenities and spaces will be provided to support successful 
operation and use of the cultural precinct. Even with separate buildings, it makes 
sense for some of these to be shared and managed from a single point or provider. 
Through combination, co-location or strategic distribution, these Sitewide and 
Shared Provisions will facilitate efficient operation and enhance users experiences.
Proposed inclusions: Public area enhancement, retail spaces, food and beverage 
outlets, catering kitchen/s, amenities, operational spaces, utilities and services, 
basement car parking, exhibition, display, furniture, fixtures and equipment, 
energy efficiency and digital technologies, Integration of digital technologies, public art.

FUNCTIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
The Design Brief also sought the following key components:


